
Mode Name  /    Frequency Features – Types of things the program can help with

Assess  (R) 60 Hz
Measurement – used to measure the BioTerminal points and other areas of the body, gives a (voltage reaction) reading.
This is used with the electrode on the back of the device, placed firmly on skin.

Ten-8™ (R) 24 - 30 Hz Pain & Injuries of Muscle, Tissue, Bone and  Inflammation.  - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Infinity™ 29 -121 Hz Organs and Overall General Health - *Use this when you don’t know what program to use.  

Automatic  (R) 29 - 121 Hz
Access (Measurement) + 1 Minute Therapy (Infinity Mode)  This is helpful when you are measuring yourself and want to 
see if you can improve low areas with a quick 1 minute therapy of Infinity. Use with electrode on back of device.

SCR 147  (R) 147 Hz
Scars - This program is used to work on scars where energy blockage can be found, for the purpose of good energy flow 
through scar tissue. Use with BioTransducer and soreness oil

BioTerminal® Step (BT Step)               8 -35 Hz
This program will do all the BioTerminal points for 30 seconds each, and repeats. Use with footplates and hand grips or 
BioTransducer (Can be used to balance body and emotions)  

BioTerminal® Crown (BT-CR) (R) 15.18 Hz Used to offer more voltage to this BioTerminal Point- Bring it back in balance.  

BioTerminal® Head (BT-HD) (R) 13.53 Hz Used to offer more voltage to this BioTerminal Point- Bring it back in balance. 

BioTerminal®  Neck (BT-NK) (R) 12.05 Hz Used to offer more voltage to this BioTerminal Point- Bring it back in balance.  

BioTerminal®  Chest (BT-CH) (R) 10.74 Hz Used to offer more voltage to this BioTerminal Point- Bring it back in balance.  

BioTerminal® Abdomen(BT-Ab)(R) 10.14 Hz Used to offer more voltage to this BioTerminal Point- Bring it back in balance.  

BioTerminal® Pelvic (BT-PV) (R)         9.01 Hz Used to offer more voltage to this BioTerminal Point- Bring it back in balance.  

BioTerminal® Base (BT-BA) (R)          8.02 Hz Used to offer more voltage to this BioTerminal Point- Bring it back in balance.  

Visual Acuity  (VA step)      4 -1555 Hz and Infinity
Used to help with eye therapies. This program is used with the BioTransducer placed at the side of temple inline with the eye. 

See BioTransducer Instructions for specifics on eye treatments. *This is also a great program for all areas of the body

Tennant Pain Management (TEN PM) 0.5 - 304 Hz
Pain & Injuries of Muscle, Tissue, Bone and  Inflammation. - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Solfeggio  Musical Notes  174, 285, 396, 417, 528, 
639, 741, 852, 963 Hz

This program has the frequencies of musical notes, resonates well with all areas of the body.  (is used plugged into footplates 
and hand grips and with the Transducer) Overall General Health - * This is one of the best programs to choose, when you 
don’t know what program to use.  

Harmonics (Schumann Waves)  7.83 -33.8 Hz
Grounding, like walking barefoot. Use for correcting polarity and when you have been around a lot of EMF, computers, 
Wi-Fi  - Used with BioTransducer for Polarity correction but can also be used for grounding with electrodes.

Tennant BioModulator Pro - Modes



Mode Name  /  Frequency Features

Delta Brain Waves                                    0.5 - 4.0 Hz Deepest meditation and deep restorative sleep, Dreamless sleep. Healing and Rejuvenation. Delta waves suspend 
external awareness (located at back of head) - Occipital Lobe - Use with the BioTransducer

Theta Brain Waves                                         3 - 8 Hz Trance or hypnotic state more susceptible to hypnosis, daydream, twilight state, dream state, REM sleep. Subconscious, 
creativity and intuition. Improved memory, inspiration and spiritual connection, Improved physical healing,  Release of 
beneficial hormones related to health and longevity. Reduction of mental fatigue, anxiety, and stress. Overall bliss and 
contentment (located above the ear) Temporal lobe - Use with the BioTransducer

Alpha Brain Waves                                      7 - 12 Hz ‘Frequency Bridge’ between our conscious thinking (Beta) and subconscious (Theta) mind. known to help calm you down 
and promote feelings of deeper relaxation. Positive Thinking,  Aid overall mental coordination, calmness, alertness, 
mind/body integration and learning, deep studying (located at top of the head) – Parietal Lobe - BioTransducer

Beta Brain Waves                                   12 - 31.2 Hz Normal Wakeful State, productivity, concentration, and alertness improved logic, reasoning, and critical thinking  (located 
at front of head-) Frontal Lobe - Use with the BioTransducer

Gamma Brain Waves                               32 - 43 Hz High Performance, perception is heightened, peak mental state. Improve memory and processing of information from 
different brain areas. Pass information rapidly and quietly. - Cerebellum - Lower back of the head- Research suggests 
that people with learning difficulties or impaired mental processing may not produce as many gamma waves.

Chakra Step (CH step) 126 - 272 Hz Cycles between all Chakra frequencies every 30 seconds, and repeats. - Use with the BioTransducer

Chakra Root (CH Rt) (R)                               194 Hz Treat with BioTransducer from the back-Located at Base between the legs  (Perineum)

Chakra Sacrum (CH Sac) (R)                        210 Hz Treat with BioTransducer from the back-Located two inches below the navel and center of the pelvis (backside)

Chakra Solar Plexus (CH Solrp) (R)             126 Hz Treat with BioTransducer from the back-Located along your spine and above the navel, in the upper abdomen (backside) 

Chakra Heart (CH Ht) (R)                            136 Hz Treat with BioTransducer from the back-Located back center of chest (backside) 

Chakra Throat (CH Thr) (R)                         141 Hz Treat with BioTransducer from the back-Located back of Neck 

Chakra 3rd Eye (CH 3rd) (R)                        221 Hz Treat with BioTransducer from back of head opposite of Forehead 

Chakra Crown (CH Crn) (R)                          172 Hz Treat with BioTransducer –Top of Head

Chakra 8th (CH 8th)(R)                                272 Hz Treat with BioTransducer from back -Located arms length above your head (above the crown)

Blue Relax(R)                                                    82 Hz Similar to Assess but provides higher frequency output. Measures the body and gives a reaction reading.

Modulate                                                139 - 147 Hz Acute pain and inflammation.

Stimulate                                                 28 - 111 Hz Scenar (FM/Var) Pain and inflammation- modulates both power output and frequency to reduce accommodation.

Deep Stim                                              30 - 121 Hz Scenar (SW/Var) Pain and  inflammation- multiple pulses and modulates both power output and frequency.

Blue Stim                                          22, 163, 22 Hz Scenar - Pain and  inflammation- this mode outputs multiple pulses and modulates frequency.

Acute 121 Hz Scenar Russian technology – New Injury



Mode Name   /   Frequency Features

Power 1                                                              57 - 122 Hz Toning face  (when using on the face keep the power level below 35 and only treat for 1 - 2 minutes on each area, on clean 
dry skin) - Most people use the Face Electrode for toning the face.

Power Plus                                                         57 - 122 Hz Toning of muscles   (has modulation) - Use electrode pads  for toning large muscle groups.

Power Advanced                                                57 - 122 Hz Toning Body  (higher intensity of pulses) When toning the larger muscle groups like the abs the electrode pads work well.

Power Intense                                            57 - 122 Hz Toning Abs Muscles, Arms, Thighs ( higher intensity of pulses) Use electrode pads  for toning large muscle groups.

PG 2500                                                 2300 - 2500 Hz Highest Hertz- Outer energy field. Use with the Transducer.

HGH                                             1725, 645, 1342 Hz Human Growth Hormone - Most people use this with the Transducer.

Repetitive Stimulate (R-Stim)                      2500 Hz Used by Physical Therapists

Fast T (R)                                                           500 Hz Used by Physical Therapists- Fast Twitch Muscle Fibers

Slow T (R)                                                          250 Hz Used by Physical Therapists- Slow Twitch Muscle Fibers

Lung (LU) (R)                                                     824 Hz Use by Acupuncturist-to treat meridian and to target organ for treatment - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Pericardium (PC) (R)                                        530 Hz Use by Acupuncturist-to treat meridian and to target organ for treatment - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Heart (HT) (R)                                                   497 Hz Use by Acupuncturist-to treat meridian and to target organ for treatment - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Small Intestine (SI) (R)                                    791 Hz Use by Acupuncturist-to treat meridian and to target organ for treatment - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Triple Burner (TE) (R)                                      732 Hz Chinese Medicine - Upper - Heart, Lungs, Pericardium, , Middle -Spleen, Stomach, Gallbladder and Lower -Liver, Kidneys, 
Urinary Bladder, Small Intestine, Large Intestine and Uterus. Use BioTransducer at - TB04 is located ‘on transverse crease 
of dorsum of wrist in depression lateral to tendon of extensor digitorum communis.

Large Intestine (LI) (R)                                     553 Hz Use by Acupuncturist-to treat meridian and to target organ for treatment - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Spleen (SP) (R)                                                 702 Hz Use by Acupuncturist-to treat meridian and to target organ for treatment - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Liver (LR) (R)                                                     442 Hz Use by Acupuncturist-to treat meridian and to target organ for treatment - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Kidney (KI) (R)                                                 608 Hz Use by Acupuncturist-to treat meridian and to target organ for treatment - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Bladder (BL) (R)                                               667 Hz Use by Acupuncturist-to treat meridian and to target organ for treatment - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Gallbladder (GB) (R)                                      583 Hz Use by Acupuncturist-to treat meridian and to target organ for treatment - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Stomach (ST) (R)                                             471 Hz Use by Acupuncturist-to treat meridian and to target organ for treatment - Used with BioTransducer or any electrodes 

Advanced Mode (AVA)                        0.5 - 1565 Hz Where you can program additional frequencies to create additional therapy modes.

Memorized Mode (VAZ 4, 3, 2, 1) Where you save the personalized modes, you created with the AVA program.

Emergency (ER)                                            24 - 30 Hz Use in an Emergency for snake and spider bites as taught in the conference. Double select middle button takes you 
instantly to maximum power. - This is used with the electrode on the back of the device, placed firmly on skin.


